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I. Companion 

A. Exercise 

B. Healthy Living/Happiness 

II. Security 

A. Bark 

B. Sense Danger 

III. Intelligence 

A. Tricks 

B. Aide 
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You can train a dog better than a cat 

Dogs are much more fun to play with than cats. 

Dogs are smarter. 

A dog can protect your home much better than a cat. 

Dogs are better suited to lead you to a more active lifestyle. Have you ever seen anyone walk their cat? 

A dog knows when you’re sad. And he’ll try to comfort you. Cats don’t care how you feel, as long as you 

remember where the can opener is. 

Dogs will wake you up if the house is on fire. Cats will quietly sneak out the back door. 

Dogs are Happy. Dogs think your the best person in the world even if you are grumpy, when you come 

home from school or work your Dogs will be there licking your face and jumping around and they cant 

wait to see you, while cats don’t notice if you are there or not as long as they get their food. 

Dogs Listen. When you talk to dogs they will make faces and tilt there head and try to work out what 

your saying while cats just meow and walk away. 

Some well known cat owners include Saddam Hussein, Adolph Hitler, Mike Tyson and Martha Stewart. 

Well known dog owners? None other than Mother Theresa, Billy Graham, Martin Luther King 

stuck in the woods. Your leg is caught in a bear trap 

Dogs are known as "Man's Best Friend": rebuttle Cats defend people, if they are worthy. I'd much rather 

have a lion guarding my house than a stupid dog. A dog will guard anybody who gives it a piece of food. 

 


